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1. INTRODUCTION
The main objective for any driller is to simultaneously drill fast and safe, ensuring quick and
accurate execution. Typically, drilling faster means less time spent drilling, which in turn works
to reduce costs. At the same time, people are a company's most valuable asset and keeping their
well-being intact is of the utmost importance. These objectives can be achieved and maximized
with the introduction of automated drilling rigs. Thus, the main objective of any drilling
automation process: increase safety by ensuring that well dynamics do not exceed the ones
specified by its natural behavior.
Automation in the drilling industry is less advanced as compared to other industries. Failure to
adopt new technology in any industry can occur for a variety of reasons. The oil and gas
industry, and the drilling sector in particular, have always been slow to take up new technologies
due to economics, safety concerns and a low risk appetite. The operator and service company
dynamic requires the push for innovation come from the customer. Most operators do not ask for
automation and are not willing to pay for it. In addition, a mistrust of automation exists,
especially of automation of downhole pressure control. This mistrust is based on the inaccurate
assumption that a human can process the data more effectively and make better decisions.
Another reason for this slow adoption can be attributed to the fact that drilling activity takes
place in extreme working conditions, above ground in inhospitable areas and downhole with high
temperature, high pressure (HTHP) formations. Finding control equipment and sensors to handle
this environment is difficult. It is also important to note that the drilling process is not standard
for all wells as every wellbore construction is unique. Therefore, the modeling of this process
cannot be definite, but, instead has to be adaptive. All of these contributing factors make
automation in drilling a difficult task. However, with each technological advancement, these
limitations are being overcome. It is also no surprise that the recent boom in unconventional
reservoirs is adding more motivation for transitioning into automation.
The objective of this project is to come up with a safe automated drilling system which can
achieve drilling optimization within the given constraints. Given constraints include amount of
available power, specified drill strings, BHA limitations, and a specified drill bit. Our automated
drilling rig will have a test run to drill 2-ft of block of unknown lithology. By optimizing the
drilling efficiency in this controlled environment, we believe that what we learn in this research
could be applicable in the real drilling operations. The goal is to enable the drilling process to be
more productive by managing various risks while keeping a safe operational practice in place.
The focus of the project is on maximizing Rate of Penetration (ROP), thereby optimizing
performance.
The major challenge expected for this year’s competition is the lack of information about the
rock layers we’re going to be drilling through. From previous experiments we have come with a
model based on low frequency data but with good accuracy rate on determining the formation of
rock we were drilling through. This model is summarized in Fig 1. And Table 1.
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Figure 1: Sampling experiments used to identify lithology

Table 1: Lithology identification system accuracy

This report is organized as follows. The first section is dedicated to safety and analyzing
potential hazards. We then continue by discussing mechanical and electrical system design of the
rig supported by engineering drawings. In section 3, we introduce the control system, sensors,
and instrumentation used in the design. Next, we present control algorithms, data handling,
analytics, and data visualization in section 4. Cost estimates and a work schedule are included in
the end.
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2. SAFETY
The safety of personnel involved in any operation should always be the first priority. By removing the
physical involvement during the operation, fully automated control drilling system will keep personnel
from the hazardous situation. Not only this is advantageous in obvious safety reasons, but will be more
economical in today’s environment as the liability cost for personnel is very costly.
The automatic drilling system developed in this project operates automatically for most of its tasks.
Manual intervention is not required for normal drilling operation. Physical labor is required only during
rig setup, transportation and installing machinery. From the statistics obtained from US department of
labor, the majority of safety concerns are due to improper handling of machinery or equipment. Safety in
the system can be ensured by limiting human intervention during operations as much as possible. This is
one of the biggest motivations for implementing automated drilling systems in the field. Fig. 2 displays
the distribution of injuries at the rig site.

Figure 2: Distribution of accidents and injuries from work in drilling oil and gas wells. Taken from
www.oshasafetyconference.org dt. Dec’ 2012

Safety (and health) Hazards during operation:
– Chemical Hazards: Dust (cuttings)
– Energy Hazards: Electricity and Mechanical
– Machine Hazards: Rotating parts (motors, pipes), heavy objects
– Other Hazards: Noise
Keeping these hazards in mind, safety operating procedures have been designed to ensure operational
safety of plant. Major safety concerns that are relevant to our application (miniature automated drilling)
have been identified and listed below. Alarm systems and responses are designed for some critical issues.
We have already discussed the alarm systems in section 4.3.1. This list is not comprehensive. Since the
system doesn’t require a circulation system (for pressure management down-hole) or making connections,
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many of the safety concerns encountered in actual drilling operations can be ignored here. Now we briefly
explain safety concerns and preventive action/ safe operating procedures to avoid each of the concerns.

2.1 Damage to Rig
2.1.1 Motor Failure
We have two motors (one each for drawworks and top drive) in the system. The motors can fail due to
overheating (overload), power failure, or for some other unknown reason. An alarm system is designed to
detect motor failure and triggers immediate stoppage of drilling operation.

2.1.2 String Buckling
This can occur due to excessive vibrations or torque. The control system (for optimal performance)
mitigates dysfunctions. In addition, alerts (warnings) are generated when excessive vibrations are
observed in the drill string and the driller can respond if required. As a last line of defense, a shield or
netting will be erected around the elevators of the rig to prevent any flying objects from injuring persons.

2.1.3 Bit Damage
Significant bit damage is not possible in this application because the total depth to be drilled is only 2
feet, with WOB and RPM readings well below abnormally high values. The only possibility of bit
damage is due to interfacial severity. The algorithm makes sure that RPM is reduced in such situation to
avoid extensive bit damage

2.1.4 Software and Communication Errors
Alarm systems are designed to detect sensor or instrumentation failure and trigger stoppage of drilling
operation. The operation can be restarted in manual mode or in automatic mode after repairs and
maintenance.

2.2 Damage to Personnel
2.2.1 Struck by Object
The rig consists of a huge mechanical structure (derrick), heavy objects (load), rotating objects (motors
and drill pipe) etc. Care must be taken while handling such objects. Wear proper PPE (Personal Protective
Equipment) like hand gloves etc. during rig setup. In addition, rig operators should stand behind the
plexiglass shield manufactured for use with the rig.

2.2.2 Electric Shock
The power system of rig includes electric power source to motors, pump, sensors communication and data
acquisition devices. Wear appropriate PPE while handling equipment. Proper cabling (no loose/open
wiring) and grounding should be ensured before switching on the main power supply. Electrical devices
should be properly insulated.

2.3 Incident of Fire
2.3.1 Overload of Motor
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Tripping system for overload of motor ensures that the equipment does not operate beyond specified
capacity. The tripping system is synchronized with the alarm system within the software and the driller is
notified in the event of an incident. In the case of a fire, a fire extinguisher is located nearby.

2.3.2 Overheating of Battery or Electronics
Sensors and other electronics are selected to operate for sufficient time without requirement for cooling.
However, if a sensor or any other device fails resulting in loss of communication, the alarm system
ensures stoppage of operation. If required, the electronics can be cooled using a fan or compressed air.

2.3.3 Insufficient Cooling
A dedicated circulation system (cool air/ water) is provided for cuttings transport and bit cooling. The
circulation is provided at sufficient flow rate throughout the operation to ensure system components do
not overheat.

2.3.4 Ignition Sources and Fuel
Since we are not drilling an actual production well we do not have any obvious fuel or ignition source.
However, in case of an unexpected incident an emergency shutdown button is provided to suspend power
and halt operations. A fire extinguisher is also provided at the rig site.
The above points are shown graphically below in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Flowchart summarizing the expected safety hazards
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3. RIG CONSTRUCTION DESIGN
3.1 Mechanical Design of Drilling Rig
We will be utilizing the same rig, shown below in Fig. 4, used in previous years with some
added modifications. The objective in drilling rig construction is to come up with a fully
functional miniature drilling rig with minor limitations in the hoisting system. Making
connections and laying down drilling strings is ignored. The rig is required to drill through a 30
x 30 x 60 cm cement block with a 1.125 in. diameter PDC micro-bit. The drill string is 6061 T6
Aluminum alloy and a ⅜ inch outer diameter. This year, the drill string thickness has been
increased from 0.035 inches to 0.049 inches. The power system is also limited to the electrical
power from the local grid not to exceed 25 hp. Making drill pipe connections and installing
casing strings is not required and therefore not considered in the design. The rig used in previous
competitions is used again due to the robust initial design of the rig. This rig can safely meet the
new constraints with only minor adjustments, which include realigning and re-centering the rig
to increase shaft verticality from that of previous years. With the given constraints, we have
reviewed the current drilling rig system and come up with the configurations as described in the
following sections. Rig design drawings are shown
in the appendix.
3.1.1 Drilling Rig
The important structural parts of the rig are as
follows:
a)
b)

Base and steel support pipes.
Drawworks motor with a pulley
mechanism to control the top drives
position.
c)
Locking casters used to support the steel
pipes and to provide the rig mobility.
Separate plates to anchor the locking
casters to the ground will be used for rig
stability.
d)
A slip ring to convert the rotating wires in
the pipe into stationary output wires, thus
allowing for wired downhole telemetry
This year we will be making several modifications to
the rig used in previous years to ensure safe and
effective operations. The proposed changes are as
follows:

Figure 4: The current competition rig

a) WOB sensor repositioned to improve the accuracy of the collected digital data. Currently
the WOB sensor is not located directly above the top drive. WOB readings are based on a
set angle between the drilling lines and traveling block. As the traveling block is lowered
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this angle changes and thus error is introduced into the recorded WOB values. The WOB
sensor will be moved directly above the top drive to eliminate this error.
b) Evaluate the performance of different drill pipe connections. Currently the connections
placed between drill pipe segments are limiting performance due to their inability to
withstand the torque resulting from high values of WOB. Different connections will be
tested to increase the WOB value at which this failure occurs.
c) Redesign the BHA and drill bit. Significant improvements were seen after switching from
an outdated drill bit design to an improved miniature PDC design. More bit and BHA
designs will be tested in an attempt to further increase the maximum achievable ROP of
the system.
3.1.2 Drilling Technique
We decided to use conventional rotary drilling for this rig. We elected to use a top drive system
in our rig design. Although the time saving with the top drive will not be realized in our
simulation as only one stand of drill strings will be used, it will aid us in delivering sufficient
weight to the bit. The Kelly drive system was considered as the Kelly bushing would act as a
centralizer which would help in stabilizing drill string. However, we decided that strategic
placement of the bell nipple would provide us with the same stability.
The important structural parts of the top drive in this system are listed as follows:
a)
b)
c)

The top drive motor is rated at 2.5 HP with a maximum rotary speed of 2000 rpm
with minimal torque forces.
The swivel is placed between the top drive motor and the drill string.
Guide rails and clamps will serve as the elevator for the top drive, allowing the
system to drill a vertical well, and have an estimated load limit of 114 lbf.

From previous tests our maximum allowable WOB is around 80 lbf. Beyond this point drill pipe
bucking becomes a significant risk. Note however that this WOB testing was done with the
previous drill pipe thickness of 0.035 inches, and the increased drill pipe thickness of 0.049
inches will somewhat decrease the risk of buckling. Recent testing has also shown the maximum
allowable torque before failure to be about 30 lb-in, beyond which failure of the drill pipe
connectors generally occurs. Because the drill pipe connectors are the limiting factor in terms of
our maximum deliverable torque, different types of connectors and methods of connection are
currently being investigated. The guide rails will have the breaks to hold the top drive when it is
not in use.
3.1.3 Power System
Constraints have been placed on the power system we can use for our drilling rig. Normally,
diesel engines would be used to generate power on the rig site. This power is utilized throughout
the rig, mainly in the mud circulation, hoisting, and rotary systems. In our case, most power will
be utilized in the rotary system to maximize the rotary speed of the drill strings. Since we are
going to be drilling in atmospheric conditions, minimal power is required to run the mud
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circulation system. Similarly, minimal power is needed in the hoisting system as we do not have
to lift heavy drilling strings.
3.1.4 Hoisting System
The hoisting system serves many functions in the drilling operation. It includes the derrick,
drawworks, traveling/crown block, and drilling lines. The main function is to raise and lower the
drill strings during connections, trips, and drilling. In our hoisting design, making connections
and multiple trips is not required.
3.1.5 Drilling Fluid Circulation System
There are many functions of drilling fluid system. An effective drilling fluid system is needed to
ensure well stability, remove rock cuttings, and lubricate/cool the drill bit. The system includes
mud pumps, various mud mixing equipment, mud pits, shale shakers, etc. In our design, the
primary concern was to effectively cool the bit and remove drill cuttings from the system. Other
functions are ignored as we are drilling a 2 ft. concrete block in the atmospheric condition. A
closed loop fluid circulation system will be utilized with an air valve serving as the source, and a
shop vacuum serving as the filtration system. A high flow rate vacuum is used to ensure cuttings
removal is not a performance limiter.
As a BOP (blowout preventer) stack is not required in our rig design, we decided to place a bell
nipple between the rig floor and the rock sample. This bell nipple consists of a rubber gasket,
flange, and flow outline. This bell nipple will allow sufficient transportation of cuttings from the
annular space to the flow line while providing a sufficient seal.
Another important consideration regarding the drilling fluid circulation system is the design of
the swivel, placed between the top drive and the drill pipes. The swivel is required to allow
simultaneous drilling fluid circulation and drilling string rotation.

3.2 Electrical System
Two DC Motor drivers capable of handling analog control signals are used to provide power to
both the top drive and drawworks motors. An H-Bridge is used to reverse the direction of the
electrical system used in conjunction with an Arduino as a codifier and the DAQ as the source of
the control signal the project is depicted as follows. Fig. 5 depicts the motor control schematic.
Water pumps, motors, and sensors use 12 VDC which is supplied by a switch-mode power
AC/DC converter rated for a maximum of 10A of current draw.
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Figure 5: Motor control system drive and control schematic
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4. CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN AND
INSTRUMENTATION
4.1 ROP Optimization Using MSE
Fundamentally, drilling automation is the control of drilling processes via computer instead of
humans. Therefore, designing control system for the processes is key in automation. For
automatic control of the rig, we have designed a few control systems in this application. The
most important one is the control system for ROP optimization.
The Rate of Penetration (ROP) depends on several factors such as WOB (which creates rock
indentation – higher WOB implies deeper indentation), motor RPM (which creates cutting length
on the rock – higher RPM implies more sliding distance), bit aggressiveness and rock strength
among other non-linear effects. For a given bit type and a given formation, ROP can be
optimized using WOB and RPM. The relationship of some of these factors are illustrated in Fig.
6.

Figure 6: Relationship of ROP with various parameters

The algorithm is developed based on the concept of Mechanical Specific Energy (MSE).
The Mechanical Specific Energy (MSE) concept has been widely used to quantify the efficiency
of the energy used to remove the volume of rocks in drilling operation. This concept was first
suggested in 1965 by Teale in “The Concept of Specific Energy in Rock Drilling”. However, it
did not get much attention as it should in the academic research until Exxon Mobile implemented
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MSE surveillance throughout the company worldwide in the early 2000. Since then, there has
been several laboratory scale drilling experiments and industry application based on the MSE
concept, and many successful cases have been reported. MSE can be mathematically expressed
with total energy input and total rock volume removed as shown below.
According to Teale, there is a distinctive correlation between the MSE and the strength of the
rock. Not only is there is a positive correlation, but the MSE should equal to the rock strength if
the drilling system is hundred percent efficient in just cutting the rock volume.

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =

𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑

Expanding the above equation, the MSE equation becomes:

And it can be expanded with WOB, RPM, Torque, ROP, and bit-diameter to produce the below
equation.

Such that:
MSE = Mechanical Specific Energy, psi.
WOB = Weight-On-Bit, lbs.
Bit Dia = Bit Diameter, inches.
Torque = Torque from rotation, ft.-lbs.
RPM = Rotation per Minute
ROP = Rate of Penetration, ft./hr.

The importance of the MSE concept does not only lay in its physical meaning but the application
of the surveillance program to optimize rock cutting efficiency. Simply put, ROP can be
optimized by minimizing the MSE, and we can get this done by varying the three variables in
real time through the surveillance program or having a modification to the existing engineering
design to remove limiting factors prohibiting lower MSE realization.
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The control algorithm is based on the above formula. Using the parameters WOB & RPM, the
system is designed to minimize MSE and thus improve ROP. The parameters are adjusted as
long as the MSE value decreases or remains constant. The ROP should increase proportionately
to increase in WOB and RPM. If the increase is not proportionate, it is an indication that the bit
is performing inefficiently and that a dysfunction is present in the system, as shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: The bit is considered performing efficiently if ROP increase is proportionate to WOB.

Beyond Point 2 (the founder point), the bit is performing inefficiently.
In our application, we have the control algorithm, based on the surveillance program, to
automatically change variables to minimize the MSE in real time by eliminating possible
dysfunctions. There are several types of dysfunctions that can occur down-hole, to the drill-string
or to the drill-bit namely
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Bit balling
Bottom-hole balling
Interfacial severity
Whirl (Lateral Vibrations)
Stick-slip (Torsional Vibrations)
Axial Vibrations

The type of dysfunction can be diagnosed using MSE and corrective action corresponding to the
dysfunction is taken to optimize performance This is shown in a ROP v WOB chart in Fig. 8.
Each of the dysfunctions is briefly explained below. For the miniature drilling system, some of
the dysfunctions may not be significant and can be ignored in the control algorithm at this point
of time. The applicability of the dysfunction to our current application are also described below.
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Figure 8: The most common dysfunctions encountered and the response of ROP to drilling parameters like WOB is shown
here.

4.1.1 Bit balling
It is the accumulation of material on the face of the cutting structure that interferes with depth of
cut when weight is applied. As material is compacted, it builds compressive strength and is able
to carry some of the bit load, which reduces the depth of cut (DOC). Balling then occurs and
adversely effects ROP. MSE tells us the severity of the effect on DOC, torque and ROP. It
should be noted that balling is not simply material stuck to the bit. It must be material on the
cutter itself that is strong enough to interfere with depth of cut.
Response

Increase pump (flow) rate to use all horsepower. Reduce WOB to below the founder’s point to
reduce DOC and cut a thinner ribbon to mitigate balling. This results in loss of ROP which can
be compensated by increasing RPM.
Applicability

Balling is rare (usually associated with shales) and is observed under high hydrostatic heads.
Given the size of rock sample (2 ft. TVD) and BHA (1.125 inch dia PDC drill bit), the chances
of bit balling are minimal and are ignored in the performance optimization algorithm. Even if
there was a situation of bit balling, since the maximum WOB is approximately no more than 80
lbf (due to drill pipe strength), it is safe to assume that this low WOB is below the founder point,
the weight on bit is not reduced and RPM is increased. Additionally, testing done in the previous
years has shown no evidence of bit balling occurring.
4.1.2 Bottom-hole balling
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This usually occurs when the hydrostatic head is very high and in deep impermeable rock
(shale). Bottom-hole balling is observed when the rock cuttings accumulate and form a layer at
the bottom. BHB results in a very high MSE value and ROP becomes unresponsive to WOB.
Response

Since ROP is unresponsive to WOB, all that can be done is to maximize hydraulics (Increase
flow rate) and increase motor RPM.
Applicability

It is almost impossible to have bottom-hole balling in our application because the hydrostatic
head cannot be large for a 2 ft. deep hole. Also, it is more common with insert bits and is rare
with PDCs. Additionally, testing done in the previous years has shown no evidence of bottom
hole balling occurring.
4.1.3 Interfacial severity
When a hard material is encountered in the formation, bit force is concentrated on the bit cutter
in contact with the hard material causing bit damage. In uniform rock, the load per area on the
cutter face equals the rock compressive strength. But if a formation includes very high strength
material, high point loading occurs at the contact points with the cutter.
Response

Reduce WOB to limit bit damage. Operate at moderate RPM values.
Applicability

Interfacial severity failure is not common. When it is encountered it is usually only for short
intervals in an entire well (unless you are drilling horizontally in the zone). Also, usually only in
wells with general rock strengths above 10-20 ksi. Therefore, this situation is ignored in our
optimization algorithm for the 2 ft. rock sample drilling operation. Though there were layers of
hard formation, it is optimum to drill off the layer at the existing operating parameters as the
layer would not be more than few inches. But one corrective action that is included in the
algorithm is to reduce RPM to prevent bit damage. Additionally, testing done in the previous
years has shown no evidence of interfacial severity damage occurring.
4.1.4 Whirl
When the bit is rotated using the drill string, any imbalance tends to cause the BHA to flex and
develop a sine wave resulting in lateral vibrations. The wave may rotate with the string in a jump
rope action, or it may oscillate across the hole. This lateral movement of the string off center is
referred to as whirl.
Response

The magnitude of the wave has to be reduced on order to mitigate lateral vibrations and improve
ROP, bit life and borehole quality. Primary response to whirl is to increase WOB to increase the
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DOC to suppress the bit tilt due to the sine wave. RPM must be changed to ensure that the hole is
not resonating.
Applicability

Whirl can occur when there is imbalance in BHA (worse at resonant RPM). Mitigating this
dysfunction is important in our application because the clearance is small (drill pipe is 1’’ dia
and drill bit is 1.125’’ dia) and small lateral vibrations can affect borehole quality significantly.
But, the drill pipe provided is very stiff (1’’ OD and 7/16’’ ID) which makes it difficult for whirl
to propagate. The algorithm is designed in such a way that when whirl is encountered, WOB is
increased to its maximum design limit and ROP is increased slowly as long as MSE is not
increasing. Based on testing done in previous years, bit whirl is likely to occur. Fig. 9 depicts the
result of whirl in rock samples drilled last year.

Figure 9: The resulting pattern left over from a hole drilled under severe whirl

4.1.5 Stick-slip
The torque due to motor rotating the drill pipe generates bit torque and drag causing the drill
string to twist and turn. Stick slip is a resonant-period torsional oscillation in the drill string.
While the RPM at the surface is constant, the bit is speeding up and slowing down as the string
winds and unwinds. If the amplitude is small, this is called an “oscillation”. If the swing in speed
is so great the bit comes to a full stop during its backward motion, it is called “full stick-slip”.
Response

The shape of the torque curve at the surface will be symmetric if we are experiencing only
oscillations. It will be non-symmetric if the bit is fully stopping for any period of time.
Increasing WOB causes an increase in bit torque which drives higher torque oscillations. Effect
on MSE is usually subtle up to the point that the accelerations cause full stick-slip. RPM is
increased to keep ROP high.
Applicability
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This type of dysfunction usually is dominant when the drill string is long. The chances are high
when a small diameter drill pipe is used. But the small diameter is not a problem in our case
because of large stiffness (high wall thickness). Real-time data is obtained and plotted to identify
asymmetric curve which is an indication of Stick-slip. WOB is reduced and RPM is increased as
corrective action. Based on testing done in previous years, stick slip it is not likely to occur.
The previously described points are summarized in Table 2. Fig. 10 shows a clean hole with no
dysfunctions which is the objective for this project.
Table 2: Overview of the most common dysfunctions, likelihood of occurrence, and the remedy technique

Type of Dysfunction

WOB

RPM

Concern

Whirl

↑

↓

Yes

Stick-Slip

↓

↑

No

Bit Balling

↓

↑

No

Bottom-hole balling

-

↑

No

Interfacial Severity

↓

-

No

Figure 10: A clean hole drilled without any dysfunctions.

4.2 Instrumentation
A control system model is designed based on the concepts described in the previous section. To
implement the control system in the actual application, data is to be transferred from plant to the
control system and vice-versa. Measurements are made at the plant using sensors (or transducers)
and are given as input to the control system (in computer). Outputs based on the control
algorithm are given to the plant using actuators. An interface is required for communication and
data transmission between the plant (hardware) and control system (software). These three topics
Sensors, Actuators, and Data Acquisition are addressed in this section.
4.2.1 Sensors
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We have identified some key parameters that have to be measured in real-time to ensure a much
robust performance as well as plant safety. Using downhole sensors specifically designed for this
small diameter are out of commercial available solutions options. Thus, we focused our efforts in
determining a much better way of not only acquiring data but analyze it in real-time in our
control loop. Thus, the biggest improvement over last year’s development is going to happen
within the software and optimization scope to a much greater level.
Weight-On-Bit (WOB)

WOB is a major parameter to not only monitor but control. To do so, we will utilize an S-Beam
load cell, shown in Fig. 11, to measure tension in the cable of the hoisting system (drawworks)
and relate it to the weight being applied on the bit.

Figure 11: WOB sensor used and its location on the rig

Revolutions-Per-Minute

RPM is measured with an Optical Tachometer, shown in Fig. 12, which consists of an infrared
diode coupled with a light-dependent resistor. Any analog variation in voltage is transformed to a
frequency from which we can infer the RPM at which the motor is operating. Motor speed and
voltage are controlled using Pulse Width Modulation (PWM), which controls the DC motor
driver’s input, in turn controlling the amount of voltage supplied to the motor.
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Figure 12: RPM sensor used and its location on the rig

Torque

Torque measurements are obtained using two methods, an AcuAMP DC current sensors is going
to be purchased. Giving us high performance and reliable sensing of current from which we can
calculate the amount of torque acting on our drill string. Power losses in gearbox and couplings
are assumed negligible. Proper calibration ensures accurate measurements.
Measuring a voltage in any system is a “passive” activity as it can be done easily at any point in
the system without affecting the system performance. However, current measurement is
“intrusive” as it demands insertion of some type of sensor which introduces a risk of affecting
system performance.
Current measuring is vital in our task. By knowing the current and the voltage, power of DC
motor could be introduced and the control scheme will be based on this measuring data. As it has
been told above, a “non- intrusive” or an “indirectly” method should be employed, which is
going to be applied in our work- “Hall Effect” current sensor.
The Hall Effect, shown in Fig. 13, is the production of a voltage difference (the Hall voltage)
across an electrical conductor, transverse to an electric current in the conductor and a magnetic
field perpendicular to the current. It was discovered by Edwin Hall in 1879.
As we all know, the magnetic field will be generated by the current flow. By amp’s law and
ohm’s law the variation of current will lead to the magnetic flux density difference in the air gap,
which will generate the voltage correspondingly. By the OP Amplifier circuit, we can get the
sensor output, which is also the current measure data.
A direct torque measurement will also be coupled and compared with the indirect method. The
direct measurement involves inserting a torque sensor in line with the rotating shaft. The direct
torque sensor utilizes a built-in strain gauge to identify the real-time torque applied across the
sensor. Due to the short nature of the string, it will be assumed that there are minimal Torque
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losses between the bit and the sensor. As such, the Torque measured across the sensor will be an
accurate representation of the torque across the bit.
In this work, the AcuAMP DCT100-42 series of DC current sensors is employed as the indirect
sensor and a Futek TRS300 is employed as the direct inline sensor and are shown in Fig 14. The
direct sensor has a maximum rated current of 50A. The direct sensor has a maximum torque of
10Nm (88.51 in lbs). Both these capacities are enough to meet our requirements while allowing
sufficient data resolution

Figure 13: The Hall Effect

Figure 14: Torque sensors to be used. Indirect sensor left. Direct sensor right.

Rate of Penetration (ROP)

ROP will be calculated using linear regression. Since the well planned is a vertical well, we will
use a Linear Variable Differential Transformer, shown in Fig. 15, to measure displacement.
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Figure 15: Displacement sensor for ROP and its location on the rig

Vibrations

Drill string vibrations are the primary performance limiter, so it is imperative that we obtain
accurate measurement of their magnitude. A tri-axial accelerometer, shown in Fig. 16, is
required in actual drilling operation to indicate type of dysfunction but since we have assumed
small axial vibrations (due to the short pipe length at 2ft.), our focus will be on characterizing
lateral vibrations (whirl).

Figure 16: Vibration sensor used and its location on the rig

Downhole Sensor

We will be implementing a new BHA design this year that will allow us to transmit and receive
downhole data via a Bluetooth sensor. We will also be implementing a new 9 Degrees of
Freedom Sensor Stick Module that will allow for us to gather more downhole data, such as
accelerations, vibrations, pressure, etc. The new BHA, shown in Fig. 17, will house both the
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Bluetooth and 9DOF module, with the 9DOF module, shown in Fig. 18, will be wired to a new
surface coupler attached to the top drive. In order to receive the data from the Bluetooth module,
an iPhone application was created to communicate with the sensor, shown in Fig. 17. The data is
then taken from the application and analyzed in LabView or MATLAB as needed. A more
detailed description of this process is illustrated in the appendix.

Figure 17: (left) The downhole multi sensor used housed in its custom-built assembly. (right) iPhone application used to
communicate with the sensor

Figure 18: 9DOF module that will be utilized to convert the downhole data into a wired signal

Temperature

Temperature measurements are made on the equipment such as the top drive, drawworks motor,
hardware interfaces and others to ensure that the equipment is not overloaded. High temperature
indicates overload and alarms/ warnings are generated based on the algorithm. A simple RTD,
shown in Fig. 19, is sufficient for our system.
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Figure 19: Temperature sensor used and its location on the rig
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Sensor Summary
Table 3 summarizes the sensors that will be utilized in the project.
Table 3: Overview of the sensors utilized

Voltage, Current

AcuAMP DC

Industrial Grade DC
sensor

Induced Strain

TSR 300

Rotary Torque
Transducer

4.2.2 Data Acquisition
Sensors and transducers measure physical phenomenon such as temperature, tension, pressure,
etc. and converts them into a measurable electrical signal like voltage, current, etc. These signals
are transferred in to a computer by means of a Data Acquisition (DAQ) device. A DAQ device
contains several components such as Analog-Digital Converter (ADC, to manipulate the signal
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to a form readable by computer), Signal Conditioner (to filter out noise and amplify the signal if
required), and a Bus (computer bus which is the communication interface).
There are several commercial DAQ devices that are available in the market. Each sensor (or each
measurement) requires a DAQ system to transfer the signals to computer and each actuator
requires DAQ to receive signals from the computer. We’re utilizing a National Instruments DAQ
system, as there are several advantages of using NI DAQ devices:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Rugged design, accurate measurements with integrated signal conditioning.
A single instrument can interpret measurements from various sensors.
Multiple timing engines so that data rates from multiple systems are not a problem.
LabVIEW for better data handling and data visualization.

We are using NI CompactDAQ 2-slot Chassis (Model number: NI cDAQ-9174) along with
Universal Analog Input 4 Ch Module (NI 9219) for the Data Acquisition Purposes. These
components are shown in Fig. 20.

Figure 20: Data acquisition modules

In addition to the NI Daq system, we’ll be using several standalone data loggers and high speed
micro controllers to improve our closed loop response time. We’ll be using Arduino Due for high
speed requirements and Arduino Uno for non-time sensitive controllers. They have been proven
useful for many high speed applications as well as cheap and easily replaceable. Lastly, because
of the ease of use and low-overhead cost, we can use several non-critical sensors without running
out of inputs/outputs.
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5. DATA ANALYTICS
In this section, we will briefly describe the
data analytic methods which we intend to
utilize in the competition. We intend to
apply these methods in two main
categories: drilling state classifier and
optimizing parameters. Our main objective
is to apply these data analytics methods to
drill the highest quality borehole as
possible and do it faster than all the other
teams. In the following sections, we will
detail our data analytic methods and how
we intend to apply them.

5.1 Drilling State Classifier
A drilling state classifier is a statistical
algorithm which can reverse engineer what
material the drill bit is drilling through
using only the data collected from the
sensors. Our classifier will use the
frequency domain transformation of the
sensor data to create a random-forest
classifier which can quickly and accurately
identify the material being drilled through.
This is important because different
materials require different parameter values
(such as RPM or WOB) for the drilling
process to function optimally. So, if we can
accurately predict which material we were
drilling through, we can implement a
control algorithm to change the parameter
values to be optimal.
During the previous competitions, we
collected and analyzed data for a few
different parameters (WOB, Voltage,
Acceleration and Displacement). The data
was first transformed using frequency
domain methods, primarily Fast-Fourier
Figure 21: Relational testing done on sandstone samples with
transformation (FFT), spectrogram and
a WOB of 20lbf, 20lbf, and 50lbf from top to bottom
Welch’s method. The transformed data was
then input into a CART classifier to create an algorithm which could accurately classify the state
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of the process as either sand stone or granite. We achieved an accuracy rate of 85%. For the
upcoming competition, we plan to improve our accuracy rate to at least 90% and increase the
number of states in our algorithm (currently there is only sand stone and granite).

5.2 Optimizing Parameters
In the drilling process, there are several parameters that we have control over, such as RPM or
maximum WOB. As we mentioned in the previous section, different materials require different
optimal parameter values and it is critical to identify these optimal values. We plan run a series
of experiments with different combinations of parameter values for a wide range of possible
drilling material. The data collected from these experiments can then be used to determine the
optimal values for the parameters.
To reduce the number of experiments we will need to perform, we will apply design of
experiment methods, namely 2k Factorial design. The data collected using the 2k Factorial
experimental design method will be analyzed using response surface methodology (RSM), to
identify the optimal parameters. We plan to run these experiments on a wide range of material
(from sand stone to granite). The main parameter values we intend to study are maximum
Weight on Bit (max WOB) and Revolutions per Minute (RPM). An example of this testing is
shown in Fig. 21. More examples are shown in the appendix

5.3 Control Improvements
As drilling proceeds, several dysfunctions (bit and non-bit) can limit the bit’s performance and
ultimately hinder the quality of the borehole and the rate of penetration. These dysfunctions are
mitigated either by engineering redesign or by adjusting the drilling parameters. The algorithm is
developed for real-time corrective action using drilling parameters based on MSE curve
response. The objective of the algorithm is to minimize MSE and thus optimize Rate of
Penetration (ROP). We have learned the importance of accurately and constantly measuring
vibrations through all the procedure. Thus, improving the controller close loop time and delay is
of great importance for this phase.
Several steps are taken into consideration, new stand-alone motors controllers will be used to
accurate control the response for a given reference input. We’ll be using Arduino Due which
runs at 84 MHz as a discrete stand-alone controller for certain rig’s element, e.g. speed
controller’s reference followers and high-speed data loggers.
Initially, we recorded and analyzed the top drive and drawworks’ motors transfer function using
a “black box” approach, which analyzes input and output signals and models their frequency
response, in addition to trying to model their proper differential equations. This approach will
allow us to properly simulate and develop an accurate and reliable digital controller.

5.4 Auto-Driller Control system
Drilling is carried out automatically using a set WOB. This is achieved by using a scheduled gain
PID (Proportional Integral Derivative) Digital Controller developed using the system's dynamic
transfer function derived from its analytical differential equations and system identification
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method. As such, we no longer rely on the “black box” approach. A flow diagram of this process
is shown in Fig. 22. Other types of controllers will be considered over the next few months once
more data is acquired. Model Predictive Control and Current-Predictors compensators will be
tested. Tuning parameters will be done in MATLAB’s Simulink.
As discussed, vibration data analytics will be a major component of this control algorithm. A
model will be developed to accurately determine the formation type that the system is currently
drilling through and applying proper RPM/WOB parameters as a function of the predominant
Drill string’s vibration frequency and WOB as shown in the flow chart in Fig. 23.

Figure 22: Flow chart depicting Auto-Driller overview
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Figure 23: Flow chat depicting the use of MSE to adjust WOB and RPM to maximize ROP

5.5 Data Visualization
LabVIEW has been implemented to develop a simulation environment for experimental
purposes. We have chosen LabVIEW for its various advantages such as:
5.5.1 Interactive GUI
A simple, user-friendly interface (called 'Front panel') with graphics can be developed on this
platform such that even non-technical people or floor hands can operate.
5.5.2 Hardware integration
NI has powerful data acquisition tools that can acquire data from almost any type of devices.
With the help of these tools, it is possible to use the same simulated program developed for
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mathematical automated models for real-world implementation in the field by simply replacing
few blocks in the program.
5.5.3 Advanced Control
There are several built-in functions (such as PID Auto-tuning, MPC controller among others) in
the software, Control Design and Simulation toolkit in particular, which is of high relevance to
the drilling automation applications.
The simulation is explained below.
The front panel of the LabVIEW program (called Virtual Instrument or VI) is a user-friendly
GUI that depicts the control room at the drilling rig site. Since drilling operations are fully
automatic, there are not many parameters for the user to input in the program, other than
initialization and motor design parameters to start the simulation.
5.5.4 Data Visualization
The drilling operation (drill bit
/ string drilling) is displayed as
animation and updated in realtime, shown in Fig 24. Depth
is measured using LVDT is
used to update the display.
Real-time data is read and
transferred to the program.
The data is displayed
(synchronous with real-time)
similarly to those used in the
field by the driller. The data
includes WOB, Rotary Speed
(RPM), Torque and ROP.
MSE is calculated using
Teale’s equation and is
displayed along with other
parameters.

Figure 24: Driller's display showing key parameters in live time

5.5.5 Manual Control
It is important to have manual over-ride controls for all operations that are automated. This is
done to ensure control in the case of unpredictable incidents. In the drilling simulator, there are
manual controls for adjusting WOB, and RPM, shown in Fig. 25. We are working on a fieldinspired control panel (portable and weatherproof) that will allow the driller to take manualcontrol over the rig at any point and function like the simulator. An example control panel can be
seen in Fig. 26.
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Figure 25: Manual control panel allows for user override at anytime

Figure 26: Example control panel

5.5.6 Alarm System
To ensure safe operation, several alarm systems are installed to detect various anomalies.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Motor Overload – Drawworks
Motor Overload – Top Drive
Pump failure
Circulation failure
Sensor failure
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5.5.7 Remote Access and Monitoring
The drilling simulator can be accessed by other users from any other location over internet.
LabVIEW has different tools to accomplish this. In real-world application, the drilling program
can be hosted by a driller at the drill rig site and the program can be shared with other users (can
be supervisor at office, contractors and others). The users have the provision to monitor the
drilling activity as well as control the drilling operations from their locations through a web
browser. We have used a simple web publishing tool in LabVIEW to share the drilling simulator
with other users. This application is useful in situations where frequent access to the rig site is
not possible.
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6. COST ESTIMATES
The following is an estimation of the costs, Table 4, associated with updating the rig and its
control system (as of December 2017). Any unforeseen costs (new ideas, part failures, etc.) that
are experienced in the coming months will be addressed in an updated spreadsheet attached to
the corresponding monthly report.
Table 4: Proposed preliminary cost estimate

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Cost Estimate
Item
Price
Quantity
Total
Direct Inline Torque sensor
$ 2,200.00
1
$ 2,200.00
9DOF Sensor Stick
$
15.00
2
$
30.00
Draworks Cable (feet)
$
1.00
15
$
15.00
Electric Wiring Suppplies
$ 350.00
1
$ 350.00
Shaft Machining
$ 200.00
1
$ 200.00
Paint (Gallons)
$
25.00
2
$
50.00
Hand Tools
$ 150.00
1
$ 150.00
Outside Labour
$ 500.00
1
$ 500.00
Testing Supplies
$ 100.00
1
$ 100.00
Maintenance Materials
$ 200.00
1
$ 200.00
Custom Drill Bits
$
30.00
5
$ 150.00
Aluminum Tubing
$
15.00
25
$ 375.00
Drill Pipe Connectors
$
10.00
25
$ 250.00
NI cDAQ Module
$ 250.00
1
$ 250.00
Sub Total
$ 4,820.00
Date
Contingency
15%
Configured:
Total Estimated Costs
$ 5,543.00
12/30/2017
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7. WORK SCHEDULE
Shown in Fig 27 is the proposed preliminary work schedule for the spring portion of the competition. This schedule was prepared for an
inspection at the start of May. If the inspection is determined to be later, the project schedule will be adjusted accordingly.

January
START DATE:

J

J

J

Week 1

Monday, January 15, 2018
DAYS

Task 1: Training and Hand Off
Clean and organize work area
Test current sensors
Read workshop summaries
Place order for replacement equipment
Train new members on the setup
Update work schedule
Task 2: Mechanical Rig Modifications
Order necessary components
Prepare the new control module
Reorganize equipment setup
Realign pulley system
Task 3: Sensor Modifications
Order wired module for downhole sensor
Waterproof the downhole assembly
Integrate downhole data into the model
Integrate and calibrate direct torque sensor
Task 4: Testing Preperation
Purchase additional drill pipe and bits
Prepare rock samples of varying lithologies
Task 5: Testing
Programing and debugging
Data collection
Model building and verifcation
Task 6: Reports
January monthly reprot
Februrary monthly report
March monthly report
April monthly report
Final presentation preperation

J

M T W T
1 1 1 1
5 6 7 8

J J

J

J

February
J

J

J

J

April

March

Target Date

J F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A M M M M

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

F M T W T
1 2 2 2 2
9 2 3 4 5

F M T W T
2 2 3 3 0
6 9 0 1 1

F M T W T
0 0 0 0 0
2 5 6 7 8

Week 5
F M T W T
0 1 1 1 1
9 2 3 4 5

Week 6
F M T W T
1 1 2 2 2
6 9 0 1 2

Week 7

Week 8

Week 9

F M T W T
2 2 2 2 0
3 6 7 8 1

F M T W T
0 0 0 0 0
2 5 6 7 8

F M T W T
0 1 1 1 1
9 2 3 4 5

Week 10
F M T W T
1 1 2 2 2
6 9 0 1 2

Week 11
F M T W T
2 2 2 2 2
3 6 7 8 9

Week 12
F M T W T
3 0 0 0 0
0 2 3 4 5

Week 13
F M T W T
0 0 1 1 1
6 9 0 1 2

Week 14
F M T W T
1 1 1 1 1
3 6 7 8 9

Week 15
F M T W T
2 2 2 2 2
0 3 4 5 6

MAY

F M T W T
2 3 0 0 0
7 0 1 2 3

9
1
2
2
2
4
1
8
2
2
2
2
12
2
4
8
5
8
3
8
45
11
27
17
2
2
2
2
3

Figure 27: Proposed preliminary work schedule
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